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Using This Guide
Welcome to the ConfigOS® Command Center User Manual. ConfigOS is a patented technology for
remediation of system and application security policy. ConfigOS is an integral part of initial and
ongoing security policy validation, maintenance, and remediation. SteelCloud developed this
guide to help users maintain and remediate system security policy for STIG, CIS, and customized
benchmarks. This guide focuses on the ConfigOS Command Center. SteelCloud provides a
separate guide for the ConfigOS Foundry to create/edit, package, and encrypt signature
containers.
This guide is supplementary to SteelCloud training resources. It should also be used in conjunction
with SteelCloud’s training and lessons for the proper operation of ConfigOS in a compliant
environment. Through this document, the user will become familiar with key concepts and
procedures that are essential to effectively operating ConfigOS Command Center.
Bold Values indicate important terms that are explained either in the glossary or within the
current section. Be on the lookout for these predefined terms.
Italics indicate a defined user action, such as right-clicking. Quotation blocks are also in
italics.
Underlined Words indicate visual locations in attached images.

 Key Concept – Key Concepts indicate fundamental points that are helpful to understand
various underlying mechanisms in the product. Key concepts may be helpful but not
required for the proper operation of the product.

 Warning – Warnings are here to caution you about common mistakes that users make
when operating the product. Be careful about proceeding and read the warning first.
With this 2.8.3 release, many enhancements and fixes have been made to improve the operation
of Command Center.
▪

Ability to associate pre-populated CKLs (checklists) with specific policies within a policy
container for Groups/Endpoints in order to merge CKL data with ConfigOS data.

▪

Ability to select Groups/Endpoints and export bulk completed CKL files.

▪

Ability to select Groups?Endpoints and produce eMASS ARF/ASR files that include
merged CKL and ConfigOS data.

▪

Enhancement to better address tmux operational issues.

▪

Enhancement to provide options to better handle endpoint timeout issues for
environments with transient endpoints.
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Understanding ConfigOS Foundry and Command Center
I. Overview
The ConfigOS Foundry, aka “Foundry” is a prerequisite for installing ConfigOS Command Center.
The Foundry is a separate ConfigOS application that creates the Client Encryption Key (.key)
necessary to install the Command Center. The Foundry is a simple, straight-forward software
application that creates secure Signature Containers that are used by the ConfigOS Command
Center to update policy and validate configurations. Basic Foundry capabilities include (but, are
not limited to):

• Creates user generated ConfigOS Foundry and Client Encryption Keys
• Allows the user to modify Policies to be included in the Signature Container
• Allows the user to select additional files to be included in the Signature Container that
might consist of policy documents, work instructions, etc.

• The Foundry encrypts the individual Policy XML files using the Foundry-generated Client
Encryption Key

• The Foundry ZIPs and hashes the user-selected files into a single Signature Container
named by the Foundry user. Signature Container ZIP files are created using a “.csc”
extension instead of a “.zip” extension in order to simplify the segregation of ConfigOS
files from generic ZIP files

 Key Concept – Installing the ConfigOS Foundry is a prerequisite to installing the
ConfigOS Command Center because the Foundry generates the Client Encryption Key
*.key that is necessary to install ConfigOS Command Center. Except for small
workgroups, the Foundry would not typically be installed on the same Endpoint as the
ConfigOS Command Center. SteelCloud provides a separate Reference Guide for the
ConfigOS Foundry.

 Key Concept – The Foundry uses the FIPS-compliant random number generator to
generate a pair of 256-bit keys. The pair includes a Foundry Key and a Client Encryption
Key, which are encrypted so they cannot be read.

 Key Concept – The Foundry Key cannot be used to set up ConfigOS Command Center,
only other Foundries.

 The Client Encryption Key created by your ConfigOS Foundry must be available before
attempting to install the ConfigOS Command Center.

 Protect and back up your keys. Use of physical media is advised.
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II. Collect the Client Encryption Key Produced by ConfigOS Foundry
After you install Foundry, you will
be prompted to enter your license
file. It will be a file with the
extension *.lic. This is a text file that
contains your encrypted license
data.

After the Foundry is licensed, you
will be given the option to either
import a Foundry Key from another
Foundry to use as your encryption
key pair, or Generate a new ... pair
as seen below:

Save the Client Encryption Key that is created in the folder that you have selected to create
your new key pair. The Client Encryption Key *.key file will be used to authenticate Command
Center and bind the two products together. You will be using this Client Encryption Key shortly
to install the Command Center.

 This cannot be undone! Please save these keys. Do not delete or misplace these keys.
If lost, you will need to reinstall the products and will lose your encrypted data.

 Do not rename, the encryption key will become corrupted if this happens.
 Back up your keys! It is advised to store your keys on physical media.
 The Foundry Key that is generated during this process can be used to associate one or
more Foundries with one or more Command Centers. Import it during the encryption
step, and it will pair with the existing Client Encryption Key.
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ConfigOS Command Center Technical Overview
I. Description / Signature Content
ConfigOS Command Center is a high-performance, easy-to-use application that automates
infrastructure hardening per the DISA STIG or CIS Benchmark standards. Command Center
reduces the level of effort for hardening unique endpoint application stacks. Command Center
reduces the level of effort to verify and maintain a hardened environment. Command Center
exposes a CLI for job automation and integration.
For government customers or those commercial organizations that want to implement and
maintain STIG or CIS-compliant systems, SteelCloud provides policy signatures. ConfigOS
signatures are machine-executable XML versions of the DISA STIG and CIS policies.

II. Installation
SteelCloud recommends the minimum system and solution sizing guidelines.

2.0 System Sizing
If installed on a 64-bit Windows endpoint (physical Endpoint or VM) . . .
•

•
•
•
•
•

Supported 64-bit Windows platforms: Windows 10, Windows 2016 Server, and
Windows 2019 Server.
- Note: Do NOT install Command Center on a shared virtual desktop or VDI.
A minimum of 4-cores for 100 endpoints or less, per job, 100 concurrent
scans/remediations.
A minimum of 8-cores for 500 endpoints or less, per job, 100 concurrent
scans/remediations.
A minimum of 16-cores for more than 500 endpoints, per job, 100 concurrent
scans/remediations.
A minimum of 8GB RAM.
A minimum of 2GB of free disk space. Additional disk space might be required
depending on scan/remediation frequency; the number of endpoints; and the volume of
logs, backups, and reports that will be stored locally on disk.
- Note: Cores and RAM dedicated to Command Center. If the additional
applications, tools, endpoint workload runs concurrently with Command Center,
scale the endpoint capacity, accordingly.

If installed on an AWS EC2 instance . . .
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•
•
•
•

A ‘Compute Optimized’ instance, c*d.2xlarge (8 VCPU instance type) with attached
NVME SSD for 100 endpoints or less.
A ‘Compute Optimized’ instance, c*d.4xlarge (16 VCPU instance type) with attached
NVME SSD for 500 endpoints or less.
A ‘Compute Optimized’ instance, c*d.8xlarge (32 VCPU instance type) with attached
NVME SSD for more than 500 endpoints.
A minimum of 8GB of RAM.

Solution Sizing
SteelCloud recommends deploying a single Command Center instance per 5000 endpoints.
Note, depending on:
•
•
•

Network latency.
The number of policies per container per endpoint Application Stack.
The enterprise’s “maximum remediation duration.” For small remediation windows,
additional Command Center instances may be required.

The cardinality of one Command Center instance per 5000 endpoints could be adjusted up or
down, accordingly.

2.1 GUI Installation Prerequisites
•
•
•

•
•

Command Center Installer – You will need the installer executable from our SteelCloud’s
Customer Access Portal
Command Center License File. SteelCloud Support emailed the license file when you
initially purchased ConfigOS. The license file will have a *.lic extension. Place this file in
the same folder you stored the Command Center Installer
Client Encryption Key File. Install ConfigOS Foundry to generate the Client Encryption
Key. You must complete this step prior to attempting to install Command Center
interactively. Command Center and Foundry will not be able to communicate without
the Client Encryption Key. The Client Encryption Key file will have a *.key extension.
Store this file in the same folder as the Command Center Installer
Requires .NET 4.6 or later.
▪ NOTE: Most of the latest Windows Server versions and Windows 10 include .NET
4.6 or later. (Note: Windows updates should be updating .NET)
Requires Visual Studio C++ 2015-2019 Redistributable 64-bit located on the ConfigOS
Command Center endpoint.
▪ NOTE: The Command Center Installer contains the necessary standalone
installers for the Visual Studio C++ 2015-2019 Redistributable 64-bit.
▪ During the GUI interactive installation, the Command Center Core installer will
prompt if either of those are required and will initiate the standalone installers.
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2.2 GUI-based Installation
This section documents the Command Center installation for two scenarios:
•
•

Upgrading from a previous version of Command Center
Installing Command Center for the first time

Launch the Command Center Installer
Locate and double click on the ConfigOS Command Center Installer, “ConfigOS Setup (64bit).exe”.
Welcome
Select Next.
If you are upgrading Command
Center, you will be prompted
to select a maintenance
option. Continue to section,
“Select a Maintenance option
(Upgrading from a previous
version of ConfigOS)”
If you are installing Command
Center for the first time, you
will be presented with the
license agreement. Skip to
section, “License Agreement”.
Note: The ending version number shown in the image will not match the release version
number.
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Select a Maintenance option (Upgrading from a previous version of ConfigOS)

Select Update then select Next.
License Agreement
Review the license. Accept the license.
Select Next.
If you are upgrading Command Center,
you will be prompted to specify an
installation directory. Skip to section,
“Installation Directory”.
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Select product license location

Browse to the location of your product
license file, it will have a (.lic) extension.
Select Next.

 Remember to enter the license file
that you received in an email from
SteelCloud. It will have a (.lic)
extension. If you have not received a
license file, please refer to your
purchaser, or contact SteelCloud
Support at support@steelcloud.com.

Select Encryption Key location (New ConfigOS installation)
ConfigOS Foundry installation generated the
Client Encryption Key. The Client
Encryption Key binds the Foundry with this
Command Center instance. See the previous
“Understanding ConfigOS Foundry and
Command Center” for additional detail.
Click on the file with the green arrow next to
the text field to browse to your Client
Encryption Key’s stored location. Select the
Client Encryption Key with the extension of
*.key and press Open. Select Next.
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Installation Directory
Accept the default location or browse to
the location where you want to install
Command Center. Select Next.

Ready to Install
The Ready to Install screen give the user one
last chance to change any of the installation
parameters described above. Select Back to
change/correct any parameters. Select Next to
begin the installation.
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Completing the ConfigOS Command Center Setup Wizard
Upon completion, select the optional
checkboxes as desired. You can open this
document, start the application, create a
desktop shortcut, or close the installer.

2.3 Silent Installation
A new “silent” (scriptable) installer is now available for ConfigOS. The silent installer will simplify the
deployment of Command Center on multiple machines across a network. There are a few

prerequisites for deploying ConfigOS as well as some key switches within the silent installer that
must be used for proper deployment.
Silent Installation Prerequisites
•
•
•

•

Command Center Installer – You will need the installer executable from our SteelCloud’s
Customer Access Portal. Create a folder on your deployment server that can be shared
over the network and place the executable in that folder.
Command Center License File. SteelCloud Support emailed the license file when you
initially purchased ConfigOS. The license file will have a *.lic extension. Place this file in
the same folder you stored the Command Center Installer.
Client Encryption Key File. Install ConfigOS Foundry to generate the Client Encryption
Key. You must complete this step prior to attempting to install Command Center
interactively. Command Center and Foundry will not be able to communicate without
the Client Encryption Key. The Client Encryption Key file will have a *.key extension.
Store this file in the same folder as the Command Center Installer.
Visual C++ 2015-2019 Redistributable (x64) – The silent installer will install if it does not
already exist.
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Silent Installer Switches
The below switches are necessary for scripting a silent deployment. All switches require two dashes (--)
in front of them instead of one dash (-) or a forward slash (/). The necessary switches are as follows.
•
•
•
•

“--mode” – this switch is used to put the installer into unattended mode so that there are no
prompts to enter.
“--licenseFile” – this switch is used to designate where the license file resides. You can use a
local path or a UNC path.
“--keyFile” – this switch is used to designate where the Foundry encryption key file resides. You
can use a local path or a UNC path.
Example, C:\SharedPath\CommandCenterInstaller.exe –mode unattended –licenseFile
“C:\SharedPath\CommandCenter.lic” –keyFile “C:\SharedPath\ClientKey.key”

Group Policy Deployments
This part of the guide will walk you through a basic deployment with Group Policy. SteelCloud
has created a script that will silently deploy ConfigOS using a scheduled task. Please review the
prerequisites in this section before beginning Group Policy configuration.
Prerequisites
•

Create a folder on a network share with your license *.lic file, the Client Encryption Key
*.key file, the ConfigOS installer, and the Silent Install PowerShell script. This script can
be obtained from SteelCloud’s Customer Access Portal.

Group Policy Config
1. Create a new group policy object, right click the new policy and select Edit
2. Within the new policy, navigate to User Configuration > Preferences > Control Panel
Settings > Scheduled Tasks
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3. Right click on Scheduled Tasks, navigate to New > Scheduled Task (At least Windows 7)

4. On the General tab of the scheduled task, leave the Action dropdown set to Update
a. Name the task accordingly, something like “Deploy – ConfigOS”
b. In the Security Options section, click on Change User or Group and in the prompt
that opens type SYSTEM and then click the Check Name button. It should
underline what you typed then click OK
c. Leave the option for Run only when user is logged on selected
d. Check the box for Run with highest privileges
e. Set the Configure for: drop down to Windows 7, …
f. The configuration on the General tab should look like the following

5. Navigate to the Triggers tab and click the New… button
a. Set the begin task dropdown to At log on (shown below), leave all other settings at
their defaults and click OK
ConfigOS Command Center User Manual – November 2021
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6. Navigate to the Actions tab and then click the New… button
a. Leave the Action set to Start a program
b. In the Program/Script box, type in powershell.exe
c. In the Add Arguments box replace the “File” path with the full path to the .ps1 script
file. Replace the “Source” path with the path to where your license and encryption
files reside. Click OK when finished.
i. -NoProfile -NoLogo -ExecutionPolicy Bypass -File "<Network-path-to-your-silentinstall-script>" -Source "<source-folder-containing-license-and-encryption-keys"
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7. All the necessary steps of the scheduled task have been set, click on OK in the main task
window to accept all the changes that were made

8. The remaining step is to setup the GPO Links and Security Filtering for where you want
to deploy ConfigOS
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III. Starting ConfigOS
When opening Command Center the user will be presented with the login screen.
The initial User Name is “Admin”
and the default Password is
“AdminPassword”.

All users (Admin and other roles)
will be forced to set a new
password. Your new password
must satisfy a basic password
complexity policy that includes 3
of the following:
•
•
•

1 uppercase letter
1 lowercase letter
1 special characters

The password must have at least
12 characters.
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3.0 Preferences Workspace
To configure Command Center, access the Preferences workspace by selecting the gear icon on
the Command Center splash page or from the left side menu bar when available on the bottom.

Toggle the “hamburger menu” to view/hide the Preference labels.

Specific fields are required, and the application will let you know what needs to be done with a
tooltip when hovering over the red X.
Select the Save Changes menu item to save configuration changes.
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Note: The Command Center
configuration is loaded when
Command Center starts. Some
saved changes to Preferences will
only take effect the next time that
Command Center is loaded. If you
want all changes to take effect
immediately, close Command
Center and restart the program.
To exit from Preferences, click the << icon at the top of the menu. If there are unsaved changes
you will be prompted to save or cancel and continue to the previous area.
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3.1 Logging
Various log paths must be specified before operating Command Center.

These paths contain the working directories for Command Center. Command Center flags
configuration errors that must be corrected.
Audit Logs Directory
This folder contains all audit-worthy events (preferences changes, Endpoint/group
edits/additions, jobs run, reports exported, etc.).
Work Logs Directory
This folder contains copies of the console logs for each Command Center session.
Process Logs Directory
This folder contains the process log and console output for each Endpoint. It is a complete
readout of remediated controls and the actions forwarded from Command Center back-end.
Reports Directory
This folder contains the various exported reports, copies of checklist files, and the HTMLviewable output from each job that is loaded into Command Center. This information is also
organized by Endpoint.
Consolidated Reports Directory
This folder creates a subfolder called “Machine Readable” containing copies of exported control
failure reports and internal process logs for Command Center.
Policy Container Default Directory
This is the default directory location for storing and identifying policies associated with Groups
and/or Endpoints.
Rollback Container Directory
Rollback files are saved here for future use by the product. It is important to store this in a
location where it will be automatically backed up.
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Database Backup Directory
Database backups are performed after jobs and automatically at intervals set by the user. It saves the
current working state, configuration of the application, and useable endpoints as part of the
configuration.



Specify a unique, exclusive database backup directory location for each Command Center
instance deployed in your enterprise/agency. Command Center instances cannot share a
common database directory location.

Log Verbosity
Log verbosity has four potential values: Low, Medium, High, and Debug. These indicate how
much information is written in the Work Logs and Process Logs. The higher the setting, the
more detail will exist in each entry.

3.2 Reporting
Automatically Scan for GPO
Conflicts on Remediation
For Windows endpoints that
are members of a domain, the
application of a Group Policy
Object (GPO) will override a
remediated control setting
causing that control to “drift”
out of compliance. A GPO
conflict will transition a
hardened/compliant control
setting to a non-compliant but
GPO consistent state. If a
Command Center job includes
remediating domain-joined Windows endpoints, then consider enabling GPO verification. It is
essential that a remediated endpoint control remain hardened.
Automatically Generate for Every Job
Command Center will generate a report for each selected report/report set. The default report
selections configured in Preferences can be overridden before the job is launched. The
following reports vary in granularity and scope from “per policy, per endpoint” to “job
summary”.
Per-Policy HTML Reports/Per-Policy JSON Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate a report “per policy per endpoint.” Command
Center will store these reports, grouped by target endpoint subfolders.
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Endpoint HTML Reports/Endpoint JSON Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate a report for each Endpoint scanned or
remediated during a job. This report will combine all policies run against an endpoint during a
job.
Consolidated Job Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate a report that summarizes the results for a single
scan or remediation job. This report is useful for gauging the health of large sections of a
network. The JSON report can be ingested by third-party SIEM tools such as Splunk.
XCCDF Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate one XCCDF report per policy run on each
Endpoint included in the job. The XCCDF results will appear in their own folder inside the folder
created for each Endpoint. Most STIG Viewer users choose Command Center’s checklist
integration capability instead of XCCDF.
Job Summary Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate a PDF summarizing the entire job. This is a very
succinct report and contains the minimum information required to communicate job success
and network health.
Control Failure Reports
When selected, Command Center will generate a “CSV” listing endpoint controls it failed to
remediate during a job. Failed control remediations signal failing security and/or IT procedures
that should be investigated and corrected.
Custom Text for Generated Reports
The text entered here will appear in the generated Html reports. This feature is typically used to
indicate classification level.
Custom Report Logo
The user may upload a customized logo here that will be used to “brand” reports. The best
image to use will be in PNG format and be 600 pixels by 2000 pixels.
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3.3 Performance
Maximum Concurrent
Scan/Remediate Processes
Command Center is multithreaded and can
scan/remediate endpoints
in parallel. The maximum
number of endpoints that
can be processed
simultaneously is set in the
Preferences Performance screen. If the number of endpoints listed in the Scan and Remediate
Pane exceeds the maximum number of endpoints that can be processed simultaneously, then
the “overflow” endpoints will be queued for subsequent processing.
For example, if the Scan and Remediate Pane includes 500 endpoints and the maximum
concurrent processes is set to 50 then Command Center will scan/remediate the first 50
endpoints and the remaining 450 endpoints will be queued for processing. After the first
Endpoint is scanned/remediated, a processing thread becomes available and ConfigOS will
begin scanning/remediating the 51st Endpoint. ConfigOS will continue to iterate until all 500
endpoints listed in the Scan and Remediate Pane have been processed.
The number of maximum concurrent processes can be set between 2 and 500. SteelCloud
recommends limiting concurrent scans and remediations to 10-15 endpoints per processor
core, with a maximum of 100 recommended concurrent scans/remediations.
Database Backup Interval
Set this value to your enterprise’s/agency’s “recovery point objective” (minutes), the frequency
that Command Center backs up its internal database. This control can be set between 1 and 60
minutes.
Number of Database Backups to Store
Set this value to specify the number of database backups to store before they are automatically
deleted. This control can be set between 1 and 1000 backups. This works with the Database
Backup Interval by creating the new backup upon the interval trigger and removing a backup
that is the oldest and is more than the number to store.
Threshold Time Out (Scan Only)
This value is the number of minutes allowed for Command Center to complete a scan operation
on an endpoint. Acceptable values are “0” = no limit, or from 1 to 15 minutes. Once the limit is
reached, the scan operation for an Endpoint(s) will stop and Time Out as in the screen below:
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A log will also be created and stored in the Consolidated Report Folder.

Abort Endpoint Tasks on First Failure
This selection is used to abort all remaining Scan/Remediation processes for an endpoint after
the first policy failure. So, if selected and there are multiple policies in a container, ConfigOS
will cease processing the additional policies on that Endpoint once one policy has failed. This
will eliminate a lot of waisted time, stepping through each policy, trying to scan endpoints that
are off line.
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3.4 Import Preferences
This selection allows the user to import the Preferences that
have been exported from another instance of Command
Center. When selecting this item, Command Center will
display a standard Windows File Manager dialog so that the
user can specify the location of the Preferences file to be
imported. The Preference file has the “.cpf” extension.

3.5 Export Preferences
This selection allows the user to export the Preferences
from this instance of Command Center. When selecting this
item, Command Center will display a standard Windows
File Manager dialog so that the user can specify the
location where the Preferences file will be exported. The
Preferences file will have the “.cpf” extension.

3.6 Import Database Backup
This selection allows the user to import a database backup
from this or another instance of Command Center. When
selecting this item, Command Center will display a
standard Windows File Manager dialog so that the user
can specify the location of the database backup file to be
imported. The main database is automatically backed up
by Command Center. The location is specified in the
Preferences “Logging” section and the frequency and
amount is in the Preferences “Performance” section.
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3.7 User Management/User Control Panel
The User Control Panel is where a user can change their password or a user with the Admin role can:
•
•
•
•

Create users
Assign roles
Update passwords
Remove users

The User Control Panel can be accessed from two areas.
•
•

From within the main working areas (Setup Endpoints, Scan/Remediate, Rollbacks, Results, and
Manage Jobs) the left menu bar has a button for Users.
From within the Preferences area the left menu bar has a button for Users.

Add a User

As an Admin, click on the Add User button to create a new user for this system. The Admin specifies:
•
•
•

A User Name, must be unique within the application
At least one Permission
o Selecting the Admin permission enables all permissions
A temporary Password
o A new password must include at least three of the following:
▪ Uppercase letter
▪ Lowercase letter
▪ Non-cased letter (i.e., Asian character)
▪ Number
▪ Special character

Click on Save Changes.
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 Usernames are not case sensitive; passwords are case sensitive.
 A new user will be prompted to set their own password when they login
Modify User

An Admin can modify another user’s permissions. Select the user you want to modify from the left user
list. Make the changes and click on Save Changes. You do not need to set a new password if you only
want to change a role.



NOTE: To prevent an Admin from “self-destruction”:
▪ An Admin cannot modify their permissions.
▪ A second Admin must modify the first Admin’s permissions.
▪ The default “Admin” account roles cannot be changed.

Command Center permissions:
•
•
•
•
•

“Save and Edit Data” allows a user to set up Groups and Endpoints.
“Perform Jobs” enables a user to run Scan and remediation jobs.
“Audit” allows a user to access Command Center’s reporting and export functions.
“Edit Preferences” will give a user access to the Preferences function. The one limitation
is that, unless the user has Admin rights, they will not be able to set up additional users.
“Admin” gives a user full access to all Command Center rights.

 Using Permissions – Using the Command Center User Accounts and Permissions
capability will allow organizations to give access to multiple users while limiting a user’s
ability to perform certain functions. An example might include allowing auditors access
to Command Center’s reporting data while eliminating their ability to scan/remediate
or manage other functions. Additionally, it might make sense to set up an account for a
clerical user whose only job is to set up Groups and Endpoints.
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 Non-Admin Users – The effect of setting up limited permissions for non-Admin users will
be that certain Command Center functions will be disabled or “grayed-out” and only
those functions determined by their permissions profile will be available to them.
Users Can Change Their Passwords
All users can change their

password once logged into
the application. Refer to
the “Add a User” section
for Command Center’s
password policy.
To close out of the Users
Control Panel click on the
X in the upper right.

Delete User
As an Admin user, select the
user you want to delete from
the left user list. Next click on
Delete User. A popup warning
message will appear where
you can confirm that you
want to delete the user or
cancel. An Admin user cannot
delete themselves, another
Admin role user can delete
another Admin. The default
“Admin” account cannot be
deleted, nor can its roles be
changed.



NOTE: To prevent an Admin from “self-destruction”, an Admin cannot delete their account. A
second Admin must delete the first Admin’s account.
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3.8 About

Select the About menu item from within Preferences to view the About screen.

The About screen provides information about
your license including the License Start/End
Date. Please provide your serial number for
identification purposes when contacting the
SteelCloud support team.

Encryption Key Verification
The hash value of the encryption key that was used
to install Command Center is displayed under
Encryption Key Hash.
To verify the specific encryption key that was used
to install Command Center select the Encryption Key
Hash checkbox.

Command Center will display a file
selection dialog box. Select the
Foundry Encryption Key file of
interest.
Command Center will compute the hash value of the
selected license key and compare it to the hash value of
the encryption key that was used to install Command
Center. In this example, Command Center verifies that
the key provided was NOT used to install Command
Center. If these keys do not match, Command Center
will not be able to decrypt policy containers to perform
scan/remediation operations.
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Replace License
The Replace License button on the
About page allows you to substitute a
different license file. Clicking it opens a
generic file dialog box prompting you
for another license *.lic file.

Upon acceptance, the new license will
be used on next launch. This function is
useful for preserving settings when
renewing or extending your ConfigOS
license.

 The “Clipboard” icon
allows the user to copy
the Serial Number to the
Windows clipboard so
that it can be included in
communications to
SteelCloud.
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IV. Splash Screen

4.0 Workflow
New users should progress through the workflow in a linear fashion, starting from adding new
Endpoints in the Endpoint Setup panel and progressing through Scan and Remediate to the
Results panel where reports can be reviewed, and checklists created. Finally, you can progress to
the Rollback panel to reverse one or more remediation jobs to correct policy controls (i.e., STIG,
CIS, etc.) that conflict with an application stack.
This process may be repeated multiple times for the purpose of developing software that will be
used on compliant systems. The process for creating signatures designed to assist in the
development efforts of certain software is called Application Hardening and more information
on that process can be found in the Application Hardening section.

4.1 Setting Up Endpoints
The Setup Endpoints screen allows you to add both Groups and Endpoints to Command Center
and track their policy compliance over time. These Endpoints can be organized into groups by
location, application type or shared policies and/or administrative credentials. Section V (the
next chapter) has more information on the Endpoint Setup screen and the process of loading
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Endpoints. Endpoint configurations are saved in a local encrypted datastore. This file is not
readable by any other Command Center lacking the same Client Encryption Key.

 Client Encryption Key – It is important to back up your client encryption key, that was
created by the ConfigOS Foundry, so that you may restore your database in the event
of system loss.

4.2 Scan and Remediate
The Scan and Remediate screen is covered in-depth inside Chapter VI: Scanning and Chapter
VII: Remediation respectively. Navigating this screen will allow you to kick off scan and
remediation jobs for selected Endpoints, as well as immediately roll back mistakes and view
reports. After Endpoint set-up, most of your time will be spent on this screen, running jobs and
reviewing the summary status.

4.3 Rollback
The Rollback screen holds a complete history of available remediation rollbacks. From here,
you can restore your machine to a known good policy configuration. Rollbacks are sequenced
and Command Center ensures that they be processed (rolled back) in the correct order.
Rollback files are stored as encrypted XML files in a location previously configured in the
preferences menu.

4.4 Results
Analyze endpoint compliance over time using the Results screen. Endpoint results can be
exported as stand-alone HTML reports; JSON files; or, to a STIG Viewer CKL file.

4.5 Docs or Documentation
Clicking this button will bring up a PDF version of the current Command Center documentation.

4.6 Support
Clicking on the Support navigation button will open a web browser window to the SteelCloud
Customer Access Portal where you can submit a support ticket. Simply fill out the form and it
will automatically be routed to SteelCloud’s Support Department. We value feedback from our
users. Comments help us improve our products, signatures, and documentation.

4.7 Training
This selection will take you to our training video site. Access to SteelCloud’s training library is
free of charge to all licensed customers. Access to our training library simply requires an email
submission to enroll. The video courses will be immediately available. These training videos
take you through every aspect of the product as well as customizing the signature content.

4.8 Preferences
Please see Chapter III: Preferences - Configuration and Options for more information. The
preferences button allows you to change the Command Center configuration.
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4.9 License Activity Bar
The Licensing info bar contains information about the status of your Command Center license.
The blue bar indicates the number of days remaining on your subscription. Once the days
remaining reaches a value of zero, the license will have to be updated to continue using the
product. Please renew on time so that your use of ConfigOS is not interrupted.
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V. Endpoint Setup
5.0 Endpoint Setup Organization

The Endpoint Setup screen is composed of three interactive panes:
•
•
•

Endpoint Tree
Endpoint Setup Form
Endpoint Status Pane

The Endpoint Setup screen also includes a menu bar and a non-interactive status console to view
job output.
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5.1 Endpoint/Group Setup
At the bottom of the Endpoint Tree, select the Add A New Endpoint
button to launch the Endpoint Setup form and add a new endpoint.
Or select the Add a New Group. The forms are similar, deviations
are noted below.
A Command Center Administrator uses the Endpoint Setup form to manually add a new
endpoint.
The minimum attributes required to define a
new Endpoint:
•
•

Endpoint Name
Hostname/IP Address



Cannot use an IP Address that already
exists in the list of Endpoints.

The new endpoint service account credentials
must be specified for Command Center to
scan, remediate, and rollback:
•
•

User Name
Authentication Method

The Authentication Method choice will indicate which fields are required, the User Password, Key File, or
Both. After an endpoint’s first scan/remediates, if it detects as a Windows operating system, the field
choice for Authentication method is removed. Leaving only the User Name and User Password fields.

•
•

User Password
Key File

The minimum attribute for a Group:
•

Group Name

When modifying an existing Endpoint/Group
click on the edit button on the form’s title bar
to enable the fields.
Click Save (Green check) or Cancel (Red X) buttons after completion of the form on the form’s title bar.
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Endpoint/Group Name
Endpoint/Group Name is an alias or logical name that will appear in the Endpoint Tree. For
Endpoints, this property value must have a unique name within its group location.
Connection Info
Hostname/ IP Address value caveats:

• The Hostname / IP Address value must be DNS-resolvable.
• These fields cannot contain the following characters: comma, ~, !, @, #, $, %, ^, &, \, (,
), {, }, space.

• The value cannot end with a hyphen or a period.
• The first character must be alphanumeric.
• When setting up the Windows Endpoint that is running Command Center, you must
set the Hostname / IP Address value to “Localhost” or “127.0.0.1.”

• This field is not available in a Group.
Port value caveats:

• If you are adding a Windows Endpoint, leave the port value set to 0.
• If you are adding a Linux Endpoint, change the port setting to whatever your SSH
server is listening on the Endpoint. By default, SSH listens on port 22.
General Connection Info
ConfigOS is agent-less and logs into target endpoints remotely. The General Connection Info is
the “Service” account credential necessary to access the new Endpoint. Multiple
authentication methods are supported.
Selecting the Password
authentication method
exposes the Username
and Password fields.

When authenticating to a Linux endpoint that supports private key file authentication, select
the SSH Key File (*.pem or *.ppk).
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The third
authentication
method allows
the
Administrator to authenticate with the remote Linux endpoint by submitting the Username,
Password, and SSH Key File.

 NOTE: Additional endpoint attributes may be required depending on the STIGs/security
policies that will be applied to the new Endpoint.
Database Connection Info

When
scanning
or
remediating a database
specify the Database
Name. When scanning a
Clustered SQL instance
specify the target Instance
Name.
Command Center uses the Database User Name and Database Password values to authenticate
with a database or instance. Finally, the optional Database Connection Port value defaults to a
value of 0, indicating no port is needed but can be set values between 0 and 65535.
Network Hardware Connection
Info
When scanning a Cisco endpoint,
specify the Cisco Secret password
required to authenticate.

Linux Connection Info
A Linux endpoint must be
remediated by a Linux
SuperUser. You may log
in directly as Root or a
Root-level user.
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Best practice is a
normal login to
establish a basic
connection, and then
elevate privilege to
scan/remediate.

If you elect to
elevate to Admin
after logging in, you
will need to provide
additional
credentials.

Policy Container
You used ConfigOS Foundry to create a set of custom policies tailored for the application stack
running on the new Endpoint. You used ConfigOS Foundry to package those custom policies in
a policy container, aka “security container.” Select the security container (.csc extension)
browsing to its path/file location.

After you have selected the security container you will see the individual policies packaged
within the container.
This screen also allows you to set the default setting to enable Scan and/or Remediate for each
policy when running a job.

Click on the eye icon to the right
of the container path/file to view
the user documents contained in
the container.
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Associate a Checklist
To produce bulk checklists and/or consolidated eMASS ARF/ASR files, the user will have to
associate a pre-populated Checklist file with an individual policy in the Group or Endpoint
Container (.csc). This association is accomplished by selecting the button at the right of the
policy entry as below:

The user will be
presented with a
standard file list and
the user will select the
appropriate checklist
file that matches the
policy and the
Endpoint.

Once selected, the checklist file will be associated with the selected policy.

To disassociate a checklist from a policy, the user would select the  to the right of the
checklist file entry. Clearing the checklist file associate will not delete the checklist, only
remove the file path from the ConfigOS database.
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 Utilize Groups to Efficiently Associate Checklists – If endpoints are grouped by their
common policy containers, checklists can associate with the Group and inherited by all
of the children in the group. This approach can save 100s/1000s of individual checklist
entries.

 Take Care – Measure twice and cut once - Take care to associate the proper checklist
with the proper Policy and Endpoint. Although mistakes will not affect
scan/remediation activities, they will affect checklist and eMASS reporting.

Remediation Lock
Select this checkbox if you
want to prevent remediation
of the Endpoint.

Inheritance
An endpoint within a parent group can inherit the parent group’s settings. For example, you
have several domain systems that all use the same credentials, you can edit it in one group
locations rather than in several endpoints.
This works for the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connection Info
General Connection Info
Database Connection Info
Linux Connection Info
Policy Container
Checklist Assignment
Remediation Lock

From within the Endpoint Setup form, when there is a parent group, the inherit button will
display to the left of the Lock button. If there is information in the parent group’s section, the
button will be enabled. The black up arrow with a line through it indicates inheritance is “Off”
for this endpoint setting.

If the Endpoint is inheriting from a parent group, the button will display as a green up arrow
and the value settings will display in green font. Inheritance is “On” for this endpoint setting.
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An endpoint setting can be locked. A lock prevents an endpoint setting from being changed
when the Endpoint’s parent group pushing inheritance for that endpoint setting. Note, a user
can manually change a setting’s values when the endpoint setting is locked.
An endpoint can be disable inheritance, be removed from an inheritance group. Select “edit”
mode and click on the green up arrow to disable inheritance.
From the Group Setup form inheritance can be pushed down the chain to the endpoints.

Clicking on the Push Inheritance button will render a menu that allows the Command Center
Administrator to select the scope or depth of the inheritance push:
•
•

“Push X to Immediate Children”. Endpoints and groups are updated but the group’s
children are not updated.
“Push X to All Children”. Endpoints, groups, and the group’s children are updated.

5.2 Endpoint Tree
Managing a group of endpoints rather than an individual endpoint significantly reduces the
level of effort by eliminating repetitive administrative tasks.
The endpoint tree is configured to:

• Replicate an enterprise’s or an agency’s physical or
logical network.

• Replicate an enterprises or an agency’s
organization structure.

• Group endpoints that are configured with common
application stacks.

It is advisable to group homogeneous Endpoints
together that share credentials and/or policies. However, the Command Center Administrator
has complete flexibility to organize the endpoint tree per the needs or requirements of the
enterprise.
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Endpoint Tree Key:
Green Groups and/or Endpoints are properly configured.
Red Groups and/or Endpoints are missing some basic configuration information that prevents
Command Center including them in Scan/Remediation jobs.

Windows Endpoints will be identified by the Windows icon.

Linux Endpoints will be identified by the penguin icon.

Cisco IOSXE network gear will be identified in the Endpoint Tree by the antenna icon.

 Cisco IOSXE – Contact SteelCloud Support if you are interested in Licensing Command
Center for scanning Cisco IOSXE network gear.

 Key Concept – The percentage, to the right of the Endpoint, is the composite of the
results for all policies in the last scan/remediation job run for this Endpoint.

Tree Display with Menu
Right click anywhere in the tree view
to render a tree management menu.
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Right click on an endpoint or a group
to render a tree management menu.
An alternate means to delete an
Endpoint or Group is to highlight it
and tap the Delete key on the
keyboard.
Click-and-drag an Endpoint or Group
to move it.
You cannot edit, delete, or move an Endpoint that is checked.

Tree Action Bar
The action bar contains icons for actions that you can
take on items in the Endpoint Tree. From left to right
they are:

• Add Endpoint: Add an Endpoint below your current selection.
• Add Group: Add a group below your current position.
• Bulk Endpoint Discovery: Add Endpoints from a network scan or a CSV file.
Bulk Load
Active Directory Scan: When this option is
selected, Command Center will use the current
user to dump the whole AD structure and
associated Endpoints into the Endpoint Tree.

 Key Concept--Active Directory bulk load
includes a selection for “Unsorted Computers.”
When checked it will load computers that are
not grouped within an organizational unit.
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Ping Sweep Scan: Enter an IP range, and the name
of the Group to add them into, and Command
Center will ping the available machines in that
range and automatically add them to a new group.
Load From File: Import a specially formatted CSV
file into the Endpoint Tree, using variables noted
in the next section.

 With the Active Directory Scan and Load
From File bulk load services--If an attempt
is made to add an endpoint with a
duplicate IP address, then Command
Center will reject the attempt and inform
(log) the Administrator that the Endpoint
already exists.
Export eMASS/Checklists/Treelist CSV/Current State Report

Clicking on the disk (Save) icon
will allow you to generate the
following special files/reports.

Export eMASS
This selection allows the user to generate an eMASS-formatted ARF file (basic endpoint
information) and one consolidated ASR file or an ASR file per policy detailing the compliance
information residing in the ConfigOS datastore and the associated checklist files. Please Note
that these files will only be created for the Groups/Endpoints selected in the ConfigOS Tree by
the user.
Export Checklists
This selection allows the user to generate integrated bulk checklists that combine ConfigOS
data with various checklist associated with Group/Endpoint policies. Please Note that these
files will only be created for the Groups/Endpoints selected in the ConfigOS Tree by the user.
The completed checklists are stored in the Endpoint Folder.
Export Treelist Contents to CSV
This report generates a CSV file that includes every Endpoint in the Endpoint Tree and each
Endpoint’s status.
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Export Current State Report
This report generates a PDF file that includes highlighted endpoints. For each Endpoint it lists
the last scan/remediation compliance score.
In order to export the Current State Report the desired endpoints for the report must be
highlighted. Highlighting a group does not work. There are two endpoint selection methods:
•
•

Ctrl + Click on each Endpoint to be included in the report.
Click on the top Endpoint then Shift + Click on the bottom Endpoint.

Filtering by Endpoint
The filter button is located to the right of the disk button. Use the filter button to select a subset
of the endpoints/groups within the Endpoint Tree. Search on an endpoint name, IP address or
partial information. When a filter is applied the filter funnel icon turns green to indicate there is
an active filter.
Select Endpoints that are Not Ready (need
configuration).
Filter, view endpoints that need additional set-up
before they can be scanned/remediated.
Select Endpoints that Failed Last Operation.
Filter, view endpoints that could not be connected
during the last scan/remediation job.

 NOTE: Creating a new endpoint while a filter is active may hide your new Endpoint
unless it matches with the current filter.
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5.3 Endpoint Status Bar
The Endpoint Status Bar contains information about the selected Endpoint. The Endpoint
Status Bar is divided into three sections: Chart, Most Recent Run Information, and Endpoint
Comments.
Chart Pane

The Chart pane defaults to the last known state of the
current Endpoint. The pane has two dropdowns at the
top. You can select a date and then the compliance
jobs that were performed on that date.
The filled wheel will show you the compliance results
of that job.
Hovering over sections of the compliance doughnut
will display additional information.

Most Recent Run Information Pane
From this pane, you can view some metadata
about the selected machine. At the top, it will
display some information about the OS kernel, as
well as information about when it was scanned,
and the last available rollback date.



Note: This information isn’t populated until
a scan has been performed on the host.

Endpoint Comments Pane
Use this pane to enter miscellaneous endpoint
notes. This field is used for informal notes and
quick references and will be saved in the
database. These comments are NOT integrated into STIG Viewer checklists. Comments can only
be added in edit mode.
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5.4 Console
The Console at the bottom of the application displays job and user activities as initiated and
completed by Command Center.
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VI. Scanning and Remediating
6.1 The Scan and Remediate Pane
Selecting the Scan and Remediate menu item will take you to the Scan and Remediate screen.

The Endpoint Tree makes an appearance in every other tab, to provide context to the current
view.
When an endpoint is selected from the tree, it will be loaded into the Scan and Remediate
Pane as a row entry. Multiple endpoints can be listed in the Scan/Remediate Pane. The policies
for each Endpoint will also be listed.

6.3 Job Control Bar
The Job Control Bar along the bottom of the Scan and Remediate screen is divided into two
sections:
Select All Buttons
Here, you can set Scan or Remediate checks on all selected Endpoints,
queue rollback jobs for all selected Endpoints, or remove all job selections.
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Report Override Options

The Override Console contains last minute configurations that you may want to change for the
current job. This pane resets itself to mirror the information entered on the Settings menu.
Once you are finished selecting these settings, you can press the Go button to begin the scan
and/or remediation process.
Once you press Go (white triangle icon) the play button will turn into a red Stop
button as the job starts. Command Center is multi-threaded and can
scan/remediate endpoints in parallel. The maximum number of endpoints that
can be processed simultaneously is set in the Preferences Performance screen.
As the job is running, the Output Console at the bottom of the screen will indicate information
about the job, including start/stop times. Be patient: the speed of the remediation depends not
only on the power of your machine, but also on the power of the machines that are being
remediated. Progress can be tracked on the progress bar that appears on the bottom right side
of the screen.
The Command Center Administrator can terminate an “in flight” job. Endpoints that are
currently being scanned or remediated will continue until completion. Job endpoints that are in
the queue waiting to be scanned or remediated will not be processed.

6.4 Job Completion

When a job is finished, you can view the results for any individual Endpoint by clicking on the
button in the Status column.
A green magnifying glass signifies a scanned endpoint, a green wrench signifies a remediated
endpoint, and a red X signifies a failure.
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At the completion of a job, one or more of the job endpoints could have a failed status. The
Command Center Administrator should select the red X; read the error message; and begin
problem determination.
For example:
•

•

If a Linux endpoint has failed and the error message includes error code “10058”, this
indicates an invalid password. The Command Center Administrator should correct the
Linux endpoint’s password.
An error message that includes error code “10060” indicates the Endpoint cannot be
reached. The Command Center Administrator should initiate normal network
troubleshooting on SSH.

If basic troubleshooting does not surface the failure’s root cause, please contact the SteelCloud
Support team.

 Note: An endpoint that has been remediated can be rolled back to its original, prehardened state. For more information, please review the section that describes
Command Center’s “Rollback” service.
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VII. View Results and Reporting

Also known as the Reporting Pane, this section contains the results of any job processed by this
specific Command Center. When Command Center performs a scan or remediation task, the
results are saved in encrypted datastore.
Individual control details can be viewed by selecting the eye icon located to the right of the
control header.
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7.1 Job Selection Dropdown
The Job Selection Dropdown allows the user to choose a specific
job by date and time. When a specific saved report is selected it
will load the compliance metrics contained in that report into the
reporting pane. This data is stored in Command Center’s
encrypted datastore. Jobs are labeled with the date and time
upon which they were performed.

7.2 Policy Selector
The Policy Selector allows you to select a
specific signature to view in the compliance
pane. If there are multiple policies in a job
applied to an Endpoint, they will all be
available separately and will be identified by
the policy name and process type “REMEDIATE,” “SCAN” or “ROLLBACK.”
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7.3 Compliance Meter
The Compliance Meter shows the level of
compliance for the selected date/time and
policy. Compliance is segregated into three
categories. Controls in the “Accepted”
category are those controls that were
designated as “Accepted” when the policy
was created/published by the ConfigOS
Foundry. Accepted policies can be either
passing or failing and are identified as such. Hovering over a section of the meter will display
the exact number as a percentage along with the control count.

7.4 Filter Selector

Filters enable the user to quickly drill down and expose information of interest. A User has the
option to set their filters and persist those filter settings for the session duration.
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7.5 Control Reporting Pane
The Control Reporting Pane contains a list of controls on the report, populated by the job
results. They are color-coded according to the last known compliance result:
Remediated and compliant.
Passed without requiring remediation.
Failed.
Failed due to Conflict with Group Policy Object (GPO). Detailed information will be
provided regarding the control value set by GPO.
Accepted non-compliance “passed.” This color-coding indicates those controls that have
been ignored and accepted as compliant in the signature. This status is uncommon
because when a control is ignored and accepted, it is expected to not be compliant (see
below).
Accepted non-compliance “failed.” This color coding indicates those controls that have
been ignored and accepted as not compliant in the signature. Typically, this is the
indication for a control that has been waivered.
By selecting the arrow (>) next to a control, you will see details about the scan/remediation
activity for a control, including before/after value information, accepted non-compliance
explanation (waiver reason), and GPO conflict information.

An “Ignore” and/or “Comments” are designated in the policy published by the ConfigOS
Foundry. A “1” in the “Options” field indicates that this control was designated to be ignored
during remediation. The ignore/waiver explanation is carried in the “Comments” field.
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7.6 Control Totals
This section of the reporting pane gives overall totals for this particular date/time and policy
job.

7.7 Save & Export
The Save and Export button will allow you
to export the currently-displayed report
to any of the following file types:
•
•
•
•

Human-Readable HTML
Machine-Readable JSON
ConfigOS-Readable New Policy file
STIG Viewer CKL file

When you select one of those options, a file dialog box will open and prompt you for a specific
location to export to. It is recommended that you save it with a detailed file name in a
dedicated folder for exported reports and information.

 Key Concept – Exporting information to a policy file is a powerful feature of ConfigOS.
This feature will allow you to build ConfigOS XML policies from any scan or remediation
results that are stored in ConfigOS in order to “clone” those results to use on other
systems. This feature is only available for Windows systems.

 Warning – The following warning will be displayed when results are exported to a
policy file.
Recognize that noncompliances will be
exported and treated
as “compliant” values
since the purpose of
this feature is to clone
values exactly. It is a
best practice to bring
the policy XML,
created by this export
feature, into the ConfigOS Foundry Builder and examine the control values for
appropriateness. Additionally, it is recommended that the Foundry’s Master/Source
policy compare feature (refer to ConfigOS Foundry Reference Guide) be used to
evaluate exported policy against a baseline compliant policy. This Foundry feature will
also allow the replacement any control value from the exported policy with a value
from the “Master” compliant baseline.
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7.8 How to Create a STIGViewer Checklist Export

Use the following steps to create a checklist comparison.
1. Import a STIG
2. Select the STIG in the STIGs window so that it appears check marked.

3. Create a new checklist from your marked STIG
4. Use File > Save Checklist As... to export your
CKL.
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5. Select the checklist using the dialog box presented by Command Center.

6. Give your new checklist a name in the provided file dialog box.
7. You can now import that checklist back into STIGViewer. It will contain finding details as
well as any comments listed in your signatures. Typically, the comments section of a control
is where waiver explanations are listed and these explanations will be automatically entered
into the control comments section of the STIGViewer checklist. This is an important
distinction from simply loading XCCDF content. Loading plain XCCDF content only shows
whether a control is open, not a finding, or not reviewed.
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VIII. Rollback
After each Remediation job, a rollback file is created and saved in the location listed in your
preferences as an encrypted XML or EXML file. These files are used to store a rolling repository
of backups and can be used to restore target system configuration back to a known good state.
Rollbacks can be initiated immediately from the scan/remediation job screen or later, from the
Rollback menu selector.

8.1 Immediate Rollback

You can rollback any policy for any Endpoint directly from the remediation job screen. Clicking
the Rollback box associated with an Endpoint will build the rollback job to the right. If, during
the remediation, multiple policies were applied to an Endpoint, each policy can be rolled back
individually. When you have completed selecting the Endpoints to rollback, simply select the
processing button at the bottom right of the screen to begin the rollback process.

8.2 Rollback Tree Selector
By selecting Rollback, you will be
presented a tree view of endpoints
that have available rollbacks.
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8.3 Rollback Job Screen
A rollback job is created by selecting Endpoints from the Rollback Tree in the same way
Endpoints are selected to set up a scan/remediation job.

8.4 Rollback Date Selector
In the Rollback Processing screen, the user can select the date that they want to rollback to. All
available rollback dates are included. By selecting a past date, Command Center will
automatically step through every available rollback, in sequential order, back to the date
specified.

8.5 Rollback Processing

As soon as the Rollback job is started, the user will be presented with the status for each of the
Endpoints within the rollback job.

 Warning! After performing a rollback, the original rollback file will be deleted.
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8.6 Rollback Completion
Upon successful completion of a rollback, the green wrench will appear beside each Endpoint in the
rollback job.
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IX. ConfigOS Job Automation System (JAS)
The ConfigOS Job Automation System (JAS) is an easy to set-up way to effectively automate
repetitive tasks. Rather than having to click individual groups or Endpoints, JAS allows the user
to pre-select groups/Endpoints, save them as a named job, and then run the named job as
required.

 When ConfigOS Groups are selected as part of a job, JAS will dynamically include all of
the Endpoints in the Group at the time the job is run rather than when the job was
originally set up. This eliminates the user having to continually maintain Endpoint
inclusion/exclusions in JAS.

9.1 Setting Up and Maintaining Jobs in JAS
Select the Managed Saved Jobs button from the main menu to
set up a new job or maintain an existing job in JAS.

9.2 Main JAS Screen
The user will be presented with the Managed Saved Jobs screen.
This screen has three work areas. The Saved Jobs work is a pane
that will list all of the jobs that have been saved by the user.
Once a saved job has been selected, the Items in Selected Job
will list the Groups or Endpoints that have been selected for the
saved job. The Available Groups and Endpoints is a
Group/Endpoint Tree that lists all available Endpoints that have
not been selected for a paticular job. In the example below, no
jobs have been set up in JAS. If jobs had already been set up, they would appear in the Saved
Jobs pane.
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9.3 Adding a New Job
To add a new job the user would select the Add New Job button from the bottom of the screen.
Then, a dialogue would pop up to enter the New Job Name which would be added by selecting
the Add Job button.

9.4 Adding Groups and Endpoints to a Job
For new or existing Jobs, Groups and Endpoints are added and/or removed in the same way.
Once a Job is Selected, the user simply selects a
Group and/or Endpoint and selects Add (double
left arrow) button. This will move the selected
Group/Endpoint into the middle Items in a
Selected Job pane.
As will be further explained below, the benefit of
scheduling Groups is that as the the job will
automatically process whatever is in that Group at
the time the job is run. Whereas selecting
Endpoints will only run those Endpoints selected
when the job was set-up/maintained.

9.5 Removing Groups and Endpoints from a Job
Groups/Endpoints can be removed from a Job by simply selecting the Group/Endpoint from
the Items In Selected Job pane and pressing the Remove Item From Job button (double right
arrow).

9.6 Items in a Selected Job
As mentioned above, Endpoints can be added to a Job from the
Available Groups and Endpoints pane individually, or as a Group.
In the Items in Selected Job pane, items are identified with gray
or green icons.
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If you hovers over a gray icon for an Endpoint, you will see that the Endpoints has been added
to a Job as an “implied member.”
This designation is because the
Endpoint has been added to the
Job as a part of “Group” rather
than individually as an Endpoint.
If an Endpoint is removed from a
Group it will be automatically
removed from the Job when it is run.

When an Endpoint is is added
directly to a Job, its icon will be
Green with the message that
“This Endpoint is a direct member
of this job.”

9.7 Running Saved Jobs
To run a saved job in JAS, first select the Scan and Remediation button on the main menu.
At top of the Command Center endpoint tree, there is a button to select Saved Jobs. Upon
selecting this button, a list of saved jobs will appear in a dropdown. By selecting a saved job
from the dropdown list, the appropriate Groups and Endpoints will populate the
Scan/Remediate job pane as if they were selected from the endpoint tree. Selecting a saved
job will clear any filters that were
applied.
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From this pane, a job is run as if each Group/Endpoint was selected manually. The scan and
remediation selection is taken from the “Policy Container” defaults in the Endpoint setup
process.
These defaults can be overridden by individually selecting/de-selecting the Scan/Remediate
check boxes on each Endpoint/Policy line on the Job pane or by selecting the Select All For
either Scan or Remediate at the bottom of the screen.
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Endpoint and Environment Configuration
This section is intended to communicate common configuration practices to the user, as well as
convey some vital information about best practices.

I. Securing the Proper Permissions
In general, administrative access to any given Endpoint is required, regardless of Operating
System type.

1.1 Linux: Considerations
When remediating a Linux machine, root-level permissions are required. In casual parlance, one
must be a “true sudoer” in order to properly perform a successful remediation.

 Warning: In AWS, EC2-User does not have equivalent permissions to root. When
configuring AWS virtual machines for remediation, a new user must be added with
root-level permissions.

 Warning: In order to make full use of the Linux product you must have the following
items available for the program to use. The Command Center uses the core utilities
present on most Linux builds. Without these you will not be able to perform scans or
remediations. Examples include, but are not limited to grep, sed, awk, chown, chmod,
etc. For Ubuntu, auditd is required to remediate. Additionally, you must be running the
tool through a user utilizing the Born Again SHell or BASH. Other shells will not work
correctly with our tool.
The proper means of creating a SuperUser
Before beginning be sure to have a user available or create a new user using the useradd
command. Be sure to assign a password to the user by using the passwd command.
1. Log into the Linux system as either root or a user that has already been assigned root
access. By default, the first user that you create when installing a Linux system has full
root permissions.
2. Bring up the sudoer file through the visudo shortcut or manually enter vi /etc/sudoers
3. Once you enter the text document navigate all the way to the bottom of the document.
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4. Enter your new superuser into the file with the format:
username

ALL=(ALL)

ALL

“Bwalker” was given for reference; at this time, be sure to press the escape key followed by “wq” in
order to “write” and “quit” the document. Following this command your new sudoer is ready to go and
can be entered into the ConfigOS compare screen (see Linux Authorization). Error Code 10060: SSH
Socket Connection Failure
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This indicates a “socket error” when trying to connect to the remote machine. This means that,
for whatever reason, a route could not be found to the target. This could be because the
remote machine is:
•

Not listening on the right SSH port,

•

A network route couldn’t be found to the host,

•

SSH is configured to not respond to requests from your network,

•

A network security device such as an IDS or Firewall is blocking the request.

This problem is solved by troubleshooting your connection to the SSH server. For the above
common problems, try the following troubleshooting steps:
•

Log in to the remote machine and check that the port number configured in the sshd.config file is
the same that ConfigOS is using to connect. (Check the manpage for sshd to find out where this
config file exists on your system.)

•

Use the ping command to test ICMP connectivity to your host. If ICMP is blocked on your
network, try using a TCP traceroute command like LFT, found here ( http://pwhois.org/lft/ ).

•

Log in to the remote machine and make sure that the firewall, network configuration, and SSH
configuration allow traffic from your location.

•

Contact your system administrator for further assistance in configuring your network for
remediation.

Error Code 10058: SSH Key Exchange Failure
When an error happens during the authentication step, the system will return a 10058 error.
This can be caused by only a few things:
•

An incorrect username or password,

•

Drastically incorrect system time,

•

A failure to negotiate cipher suites.

When this error occurs, the most common cause is an incorrect password, or a password that
has changed since initial configuration. First check the Endpoint setup screen to make sure that
you have the correct password stored for this Endpoint before trying to scan or remediate
again.
After the password has been validated, make sure that the host system is using a time service
to keep itself up to date, and is using approved SSH ciphers to communicate with the ConfigOS
system. Alternatively, you can use a tool such as IISCrypto to enable or disable cipher suites.
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1.2 Windows: Required Permissions
The configured username and password for a Windows machine must have administrative
permissions to the machine, whether they are an admin assigned by the domain, a domain
admin, or a local administrator. A domain-based account that is local admin on select machines
is recommended.
To add a user as a local administrator on a machine, you can use the following command from
that system’s terminal:
net localgroup administrators username /add
To add a user to a domain administrator group, use the following command:
net group groupName username /add /domain
These accounts will now have enough permissions for use by Command Center.

1.3 Windows: Onboard Configuration
If your machine already has a firewall enabled, you will need to open certain application
systems to your local network to begin remediation.
•
•

•
•

ICMP must be turned on. To do this, turn on “File and Printer Sharing” in your advanced
firewall.
The WinRM service starts automatically on Windows Server 2008. By default, no WinRM
listener is configured. A WinRM listener must be configured prior to running Command
Center.
For Windows 8 and above, turn on inbound rules for “Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) Traffic”.
If Command Center is using a local administrator account, the following registry must be
set:

"HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System\LocalAccountTokenF
ilterPolicy","1","REG_DWORD"
If Command Center is using a domain administrator account with local administrator
privileges, you do not need to set this registry key.
Scripts for the automatic configuration of machines that need to be remediated are available
via contact on our support site. Simply click on the support button or send us an email.
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II. How to Use Policy Containers
Policy Containers are used to organize one or more policy signatures required to remediate an
endpoint. They are created from the main ConfigOS Foundry screen. They are encrypted zip files
that can only be read and exchanged by a Foundry and Command Center paired with a Client
Encryption Key. To use policy signatures in Command Center, you will need to create a organize
them into a container that will then be assigned to an Endpoint or a Group of Endpoints.

 Signatures are in the format (.cxp). Policy Containers are in the format (.csc). Only (.csc)
files can be loaded into Command Center.

1. Click on the Add button
2. Use the file dialog box to select signatures
3. Create the container by filling out the Signatures Container Name and path at the top, then
press OK

 Read more information about how Command Center works with ConfigOS Foundry on
Page 6 of this document and in the ConfigOS Foundry documentation.
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Application Hardening
I. What is Application Hardening?
Application hardening is the process by which a set of policies (and controls) are tested against
an application stack. The result of the hardening process is an operational policy, with a set of
control setting that when applied against an app stack, the app stack will be fully functional. The
hardened policy will contain appropriate policies with appropriate settings along with policy
waivers for controls that cannot be set due to conflicts with the application. Automation of app
stack hardening is a strength of ConfigOS. A by-product of the ConfigOS automated hardening
process will be a fully-documented production policy container, including control waivers and
control waiver descriptions. ConfigOS hardening automation allows engineers to detect
STIG/application conflicts throughout the development-to-deployment process so that
appropriate adjustments can be made to application code or to policy control(s) applied to the
Endpoint running the app stack.

II. How Does it Work?
Like all things that we endeavor to create, Application Hardening is a simple process. These steps
assume that the machine has first been rolled back.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Split your signature with the Signature Combine & Split tab in ConfigOS Foundry
Protect your Endpoint with a backup
Add the split signature pieces to your policy container and assign it to the appropriate
Endpoint running the app stack
Remediate one piece of the policy before each test
Kick off a test of your application
Extrapolate potential causes based on your results
Rollback the signature piece on the machine.
Re-Split the signature pieces that caused application errors
Repeat these steps until you have narrowed down the control(s) causing the issue.

Simply remember “SPARKERR” during the process. Most users can identify the breaking control
in their development process in under an hour.

III. What is an Un-STIG?
An Un-STIG signature is a special signature supplied by SteelCloud that will implement generic
commercial Microsoft controls on an Endpoint. By “un-STIGing,” and eliminating potential
application/policy conflicts from an Endpoint, ConfigOS helps in the application debugging
process. Once the application is operational, the user can reimplement STIG controls through the
hardening process described above.
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Command Center CLI
I. About
Command Center’s back end can be evoked from the command line in the same way as you
would any other command line interactive binary.
When installed, the ConfigOS install directory is not automatically added to your environment
path. When you run configos_cli.exe you will need to be in the right place.
cd “C:\Program Files\ConfigOS Command Center Core (64-bit)”
If at any time you need help, you can always evoke the program with the -h argument.
Configos_cli -h

 Warning: ConfigOS_CLI.exe should always be run in an elevated command prompt or
PowerShell session to ensure proper operation
A hostname can be substituted for an IPv4 Address when there is a properly-configured DNS
server that is known to the host machine running configos_cli. If you are using such a
configuration, please check for proper IP addressing with the nslookup command.
The program will run and display items as they are remediated; the report will be listed in the
specified location and can be viewed using a standard web browser such as Internet explorer,
Firefox, or Chrome.

Once the program indicates that it has finished remediation, you may retrieve your report from
the location specified in the issued command.
The following contains a complete list of arguments for the CLI.
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ConfigOS CLI v2.8.7865.20510
Copyright (c) 2021 SteelCloud LLC
ConfigOS Command Line Interface Help:

Required Parameters:
Login User Name (-l, --login): The user name to use when connecting to the
targeted system.
Login User Password (-p, --password): The password to use when connecting
to the targeted system.
Policy Container Location (-pc, --policycontainer): The location of the
policy container (.csc) to use when processing against the targeted system.
Policy File (-pf, --policyfile): The ConfigOS policy name (.cxp) inside of
the specified container to use for scan or remediation.

Optional Parameters:
Force Job Mode (-m, --mode): Sets the operation mode to either ‘scan’ or
‘remediate' for the selected policy file.
Port (-P, --port): Connection port to connect to on the targeted system.
Sudo User Name (-sl, --sulogin): An elevated user to use when executing
commands on the targeted system. Linux only.
Sudo Password (-sp, --supasswd): The password to use when elevating to a
sudo-credentialed user on the targeted system. Linux only.
Application User Name (-al, --applogin): The application user name to use
when connecting to an application on the targeted system.
Application User Password (-ap, --apppasswd): The application password to
use when connecting to an application on the targeted system.
Database Name (-db, --database): The name of the database to target on the
targeted system.
Report Location (-r, --report): Sets the root folder location for scan or
remediation reports. HTML report is generated by default.
Unencrypted JSON Report (-u, --unencryptedReport): Stores an unencrypted
version of our machine-readable JSON archive file alongside the encrypted one.
Syntax: -u <boolean> (“true” or “false”). Defaults to false.
Generate XCCDF Report (-xc, --xccdfreport): Stores an unencrypted version
of our machine-readable JSON archive file alongside the encrypted one. Syntax: -xc
<boolean> (“true” or “false”) Defaults to false.
Process Logs (-lg, --logs): Generates process logs and stores them at the
specified location.
Rollback Storage Location (-R, --rollbackdir): Specifies the location
where rollback policy will be saved. Defaults to the application install directory
if not specified.
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Scan for GPO Conflicts (-gp, --grouppolicy): Marks whether or not to
attempt to scan for GPO conflicts at remediation time. Remediation mode only.
Syntax: -gp <boolean> (“true” or “false”)
Help (-h/-?, --help): Displays this help info.

Usage Examples:
ConfigOS_CLI.exe -l "MyUserName" -p "MyPassword" -pc
"C:\My\Policy\Container\Location\MyPolicyContainer.csc" -pf "MyPolicy.cxp"
"MyTargetIPAddress"
ConfigOS_CLI.exe -l "MyUserName" -p "MyPassword" -r
"C:\My\Report\Directory" -pc
"C:\My\Policy\Container\Location\MyPolicyContainer.csc" -pf "MyPolicy.cxp" -xc
true -u true "MyTargetHostname"
ConfigOS_CLI.exe -l "MyUserName" -p "MyPassword" -m remediate -gp true -R
"C:\My\Rollback\Storage\Location" -pc
"C:\My\Policy\Container\Location\MyPolicyContainer.csc" -pf "MyPolicy.cxp" -xc true
"MyTargetHostname"
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SteelCloud Signatures
Operating System / Application

Adobe Acrobat Pro DC
Adobe Acrobat Pro XI
Adobe Reader
Apache 2-2
Apache 2-4
Canonical Ubuntu 1604
CentOS6
CentOS7
Google Chrome
IIS 7 – Sunset
IIS 8-5
IIS 10
Internet Explorer 10 – Sunset
Internet Explorer 11
McAfee VirusScan 8.8
MS Access 2013
MS Access 2016
MS Edge V1R1
MS Excel 2010
MS Excel 2013
MS Excel 2016
MS Groove 2013
MS InfoPath 2010
MS InfoPath 2013
MS Lync 2013
MS Office 2010
MS Office 2013
MS Office 2016
MS Office Outlook 2013
MS Office Outlook 2016
MS One Drive 2016
MS OneNote 2010
MS OneNote 2013
MS OneNote 2016
MS Outlook 2010
MS Outlook 2013
MS Outlook 2016
MS PowerPoint 2010
MS PowerPoint 2013
MS PowerPoint 2016
MS Project 2010
MS Project 2013

Currently
Available
STIG
CIS
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
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MS Project 2016
MS Publisher 2010
MS Publisher 2013
MS Publisher 2016
MS Skype 2016
MS Visio 2013
MS Visio 2016
MS Word 2010
MS Word 2013
MS Word 2016
MS Word 2016
Oracle Linux 6
Oracle Linux 7
RedHat Linux 5
RedHat Linux 6
RedHat Linux 7
RedHat Linux 8
SQL Server 2012
SQL Server 2014
SQL Server 2016
SUSE Linux 11 – Sunset
SUSE Linux 12
Ubuntu 1604
Ubuntu 1804
Windows 2008R2 Domain Controller – Sunset
Windows 2008R2 Member Server – Sunset
Windows 2012R2 Member Server
Windows Server 2012R2 Domain Controller
Windows Server 2016 Domain Controller
Windows 2016 Member Server
Windows 2019 Domain Controller
Windows 2019 Member Server
Windows 10
Windows 7
Windows 8
Windows Defender Antivirus
Windows Firewall

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

** Sunset indicates DISA will not update this STIG and will eventually remove the STIG from the DISA
catalog. At that time, SteelCloud will cease supporting that STIG.
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Glossary
Application Hardening – The operation that tests and adjusts policy controls based on the
requirements of a specific application stack.
Checklist – A checklist is a text file whose format is determined by DISA and is used to
document compliance data. Although DISA creates a portion of the data in a checklist, the
completion of the checklist is either accomplished manually using STIG Viewer or an
importation of data from an automated system like ConfigOS. Typically, checklists are updated
using XCCDF or by integrating dynamic compliance data from a scan or remediation directly
into the checklist. Checklist integration has significant advantages over XCCDF because it allows
the automated posting of detailed findings and waiver information rather than the just simple
Open/Closed information provided by XCCDF.
CIS Benchmarks - The Center for Internet Security publishes hardening standards referred to as
the CIS Benchmarks.
Command Center Key aka Client Encryption Key - A shared AES 256 encryption key that is
generated by ConfigOS Foundry and used to install the ConfigOS Command Center. Once
installed, the specific instance of Command Center is bound to the specific instance of the
Foundry and can only use (decrypt) signature containers created by that Foundry.
ConfigOS Foundry, aka “Foundry” – This is the ConfigOS policy workbench. Foundry is a
required component of the ConfigOS solution. It allows the user to create, edit, encrypt, and
publish policy in the form of secure policy containers.
DISA – Defense Information Systems Agency.
DNS - Domain Name Services. DNS Servers automatically translate domain names into network
resources. Put in a FQDN and get back an IP Address.
Endpoint – An individual system identified to ConfigOS Command Center. Endpoints can be
physical, virtualized or cloud instances.
Foundry Key - A special encryption key generated by ConfigOS Foundry that can be used to
install additional Foundries. Each Foundry sharing the same Foundry Key can produce signature
containers that can be used by one or more Command Centers installed with the corresponding
Client Encryption Key.
GPO - A Group Policy Object is a configuration rule that is applied to domain-joined systems
automatically on startup or manually by the command of a system administrator.
GPO Conflicts - Sometimes, Group Policy Objects can cause domain-joined systems to fall out of
compliance. These non-compliances are called “GPO Conflicts” – where non-compliant AD
policy overrides locally applied policy. Policy Objects that cause policy conflicts (noncompliances) should be deleted or edited to bring domain policy into compliance.
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Group – A Group is a user-defined hierarchy in the Command Center’s endpoint tree that
organizes and automates a select group of Endpoints. Group automation allows the user to
maintain service accounts, passwords, and policies, optionally, at the Group level, thus
eliminating the need to maintain this information on individual Endpoints.
JSON – JavaScript Object Notation format. A JSON file is specially-formatted text that is easy for
a computer to read and programs to use. Command Center stores its detailed Endpoint
scan/remediation data in encrypted JSON files.
Key - An encryption key is a password that can be used to read encrypted files. A Client
Encryption Key and Foundry Key are generated when a Foundry is installed. Client Encryption
Keys are used to install client software, and Foundry keys are used to allow other Foundries to
generate signature containers that can be used in the same association. It is important to
protect these keys.
License File, aka License - A product license that activates a SteelCloud product. It is a file with
the extension *.lic.
PNG – Portable Networks Graphic filetype. A file containing an image with the extension “.png”.
User specified PNG files are used to “brand” reports produced by Command Center.
Policy 360 - A SteelCloud developed process for leveraging ConfigOS to automate every step in
an applications policy lifecycle. It includes the following steps: 1. Create Secure Baselines; 2.
Publish Policy Signatures; 3. Remediate Systems; 4. Test Updated STIGs and/or Software
Releases; 5. Update Application Baselines and Policy Signatures.
Remediation - Remediating a system involves scanning for compliance and then changing
(fixing) configurations. ConfigOS does not automatically reboot systems.
Scanning - Scanning a system involves checking its policy compliance status and then reporting
on the result. Scanning only interrogates and reports, whereas, remediation interrogates, fixes,
and reports.
Signature (aka Policy Signature) – A ConfigOS Signature is an XML file that includes the
scan/remediation content for a set of policy controls corresponding to a STIG or CIS policy (for
example).
Signature Container - A Signature Container is a special encrypted policy file that is created and
published by the ConfigOS Foundry. A Signature Container includes one or more XML Policy
Signatures and (optionally) other user documents - such as POAMs and work instructions.
Signature Containers, published by the Foundry, are what Command Center uses for
operational policy content. Signature Containers produced by a specific Foundry can only be
used by a Command Center that was installed using the corresponding Client Encryption Key
generated by that Foundry. Signature Containers are encrypted with a FIPS-compliant AES 256
keys.
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STIG - Acronym for "Security Technical Implementation Guide." Distributed by DISA. A STIG is a
guide for baseline system hardening. Different STIGs exist for operating systems, applications,
and support software.
STIG Viewer - is a software application, published by DISA, that allows a user to read STIG
checklist files and present them to users in a graphical format.
Storage – Physical media such as a hard disk drive, or some other long-term data retention
device.
Tree - The endpoint tree displays Command Center’s organization of endpoints into groups for
processing.
XCCDF - The Extensible Configuration Checklist Description Format. XCCDF is a specification
language for writing security checklists, benchmarks, and related documents. An XCCDF
document represents a structured collection of security configuration rules for a set of target
systems. The specification is designed to support information interchange, automated
compliance testing, and compliance scoring. The specification also defines a data model and
format for storing results of benchmark compliance testing. The intent of XCCDF is to provide a
uniform foundation for expression of security checklists, benchmarks, and other configuration
guidance, and thereby foster more widespread application of good security practices.
OU – An organizational unit is a container in the Active Directory database that is used to store
various Active Directory Objects such as users or Endpoints.
Tooltip – A tooltip is instructional text that is bound to the user interface somehow, usually
appearing on the help menu or when moussing over an element. It’s designed to provide
contextual instructions to the user. Command Center includes a significant number of tooltips.
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ConfigOS Command Center End User License Agreement
Version 1.9
Please take a moment to read over your Licensing agreement. The following is a generalized
agreement that may be amended by SteelCloud LLC in a fashion that must be agreed upon by both
parties, and is not necessarily the agreement that you are bound by.
IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: This End-User License Agreement (“EULA”) is a legal agreement
between an individual or single entity, or an agency or organization and SteelCloud, LLC (SteelCloud or
Manufacturer) and other Licensors whose software may be bundled with this ConfigOS Command Center
product (hereinafter “SOFTWARE”). Clauses will refer to such users as “you” and “yours.” The SOFTWARE
includes computer software, and may include associated media, printed materials, or electronic
documentation. The SOFTWARE is associated with other products which may have their own license
agreements or terms of use are governed by such agreements rather than this EULA.
USERS AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR
OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, you may not
INSTALL, USE or COPY the SOFTWARE, and you should promptly contact the Manufacturer for
instructions on return of the unused product(s) in accordance with Manufacturer’s return policies.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE. Manufacturer grants you a non-perpetual, nonexclusive and nontransferable
license to install, copy, and use the SOFTWARE, subject to the following limitations, and provided that you
comply with all terms and conditions of this EULA:
1.1 You may copy, install, or use, the SOFTWARE only for the number of individual
machines/Endpoints for which licenses have been purchased.
1.2 You may not create any derivative work with the SOFTWARE, except that you may
create one machine image for each machine/Endpoint for which a license has been
purchased provided that you may not transfer that machine image to another
machine/Endpoint for which a license has not been purchased.
1.3 You may make back-up copies of the SOFTWARE, but not more than two copies
may be in your possession at any one time, and you may use the back-up copies solely
for your archival purposes and to reinstall the software.
1.4 You may not assign, rent, lease, sublicense, lend or otherwise transfer the
SOFTWARE to any other individual, entity, agency or organization.
2. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP. Manufacturer reserves all rights not expressly granted
to you in this EULA. The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright, patent, and other intellectual property laws
and treaties. Manufacturer owns the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the SOFTWARE.
The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.
3. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not
reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE. You may not disassociate this software from
the Manufacturer from which it was originally distributed.
4. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Manufacturer may terminate this EULA if User fails
to comply with the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, user must destroy all copies of the
SOFTWARE and all of its component parts.
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5. LIMITED WARRANTY. Manufacturer warrants that the SOFTWARE will perform substantially in
accordance with the accompanying materials for a period of 3 months from the date that it was purchased.
THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT
REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW. FURTHERMORE, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT ENTITLE YOU TO ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO DIRECT DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR INDIRECT DAMAGES. THE
MANFACTURER’S ONLY OBLIGATION TO YOU UNDER THIS WARRANTY IS, AT ITS OPTION, AND
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE LAW, TO (A) RETURN OF THE AMOUNT PAID (IF ANY) FOR THE
PRODUCT(S) IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S RETURN POLICIES, OR (B) REPAIR OR
REPLACE THE SOFTWARE THAT DOES NOT MEET THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND THAT IS
RETURNED TO MANUFACTURER. YOU WILL RECEIVE THE REMEDY ELECTED BY
MANUFACTURER WITHOUT CHARGE, EXCEPT THAT YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SHIPPING
EXPENSES SPECIFIED IN MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY REMEDY DOCUMENTATION.
6. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. The express Limited Warranty that appears above is the only express
warranty made to you and is provided in lieu of any other express warranties or similar obligations, if any,
created by any advertising, documentation, packaging, or other communications.
Except for express limited warranty stated in this contract, if any, this information, computer program is
provided with all faults, and the entire risk as to satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is
with the user.
Except for the Limited Warranty and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law,
Manufacturer provides the SOFTWARE AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaims all
other warranties and conditions, whether express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited
to, any implied warranties, duties or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose
or need, of reliability or availability, of accuracy or completeness of responses, of results, of
workmanlike effort, of lack of viruses, and of lack of negligence, all with regard to the SOFTWARE,
and the provision of or failure to provide support or other services, information, software, and
related content through the SOFTWARE or otherwise arising out of the use of the SOFTWARE.
7. APPLICABLE LAW. This EULA is governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
8. ENTIRE AGREEMENT; SEVERABILITY. This EULA is the entire agreement between you and
Manufacturer relating to the SOFTWARE and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written
communications, proposals and representations with respect to the SOFTWARE or any other subject
matter covered by this EULA. If any provision of this EULA is held to be void, invalid, unenforceable or
illegal, the other provisions shall continue in full force and effect.
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